
Your Self-Paper
for Theories of Personality



Summary

Apply, don't review, specific principles from 
several specific theories from all four major 
approaches to understanding personality for 
one specific negative aspect and one specific 
positive aspect of your personality.



More
specifically...



Do not Believe, but use

Theories, principles

Conclusion is place for your own opinions, 
your own theory



Apply, don't review

Reviewing: “Cattell said that most personality 
traits are more constitution- than 
environmental-mold.”

Don’t do this! Not any!

Applying: “Cattell might say that my 
enthusiasm is constitutional-mold, given my 
mother’s and father’s high enthusiasm for 
almost anything that ...”



Use specific principles

“Anaclitic identification could explain my 
acquisition of enthusiasm from my Mom: 
Freud might even speculate that ... “

“Bandura might say that my enthusiasm was 
acquired by observational learning, especially 
seeing the positive reinforcement received by my 
father when he...”



From specific theories

“Eysenck’s theory would dictate that my 
procrastination evolved from my... “

“Jung’s Hero archetype ...”



from all four approaches

Trait

Dynamic

Learning

Holistic



Introduction 

Specific examples (not definitions) of your 
negative and positive aspect from your current 
life.

“Yesterday, for example, when I overslept 
and missed an exam I yelled at my 
roommate for leaving her clothes on the 
floor. I called her every name I knew, and 
then some. But I left my clothes on the floor 
too.... I really had no right to yell at her.”



for one specific negative aspect

A pattern that is usually 
negative, not usually 
positive, e.g.,

angry, inappropriately 
aggressive

brutally honest

unassertive (can’t say 
“No.”)

overly orderly

stingy

smoking tobacco

procrastinator

superficial

cowardly

disloyal

unreliable

cold, loud, abrasive, 
and self-confident 
(CLAASC)



& 1 specific positive aspect

A primarily, usually 
positive pattern, e.g.,

hard-working

enthusiastic

devoted

generous

reliable

honest

empathetic

conscientious

extraverted

scholarly

athletic

artistic

courageous

cultured



... of your personality.

You, only you ... nobody else but you

Plagiarism defined

Quoting highly discouraged (too “review-y”!)

Paraphrasing unnecessary

Your writing: do not “get help” writing, 
revising, punctuating, anything!



How to lose points

Misspell a theorist’s name, e.g., “Frued,” 
“Yung,” “Eyesink,” “Roger,” “Shelldone”

Put a theory in the wrong approach, e.g., “In 
the Learning approach, Kelly would say my...”

Match a principle with the wrong theorist, e.g., 
“Bandura’s concept of positive reinforcement ...”

Skip entire sections, or write just a sentence or 
two for the section ... or too long a section!



The easiest way to
write a great paper:

Download & use 1 of 2 Self-Paper templates

Longer, shorter heading versions: use one

Keep all the headings in the template

Single-space your paper

(headings can be separated with blank lines)

Allow enough time to write, correct, rewrite.

Show an even partial draft to your Professor!



computer problems

Backup your drafts often, with new names

(free storage by emailing your paper draft to 
your gmail account)

Install and regularly update virus and other 
malware protect

Sorry: computer problems of any sort are not 
an acceptable reason for a late paper. Period.



Length

Single-space

Intro: 0.5 page per aspect x 2 aspects =  1 page

About 1 page per approach per aspect

2 aspects x 4 approaches = 8 pages

Conclusion: 0.5 page/aspect x 2 = 1 page

Total Length of Paper: about 10 pages

(no more than 10 pages!)



Language

Use first person if possible

Do not add sections to outline; do not delete

Contractions and vernacular allowed!

A letter to a distant friend...



Get your paper to me

make certain it's your most recent draft

formats I can read: .pdf, .doc, .docx, .pages

name the file you send: Last, First name Self-
Paper PSYC-235

upload to Blackboard assignment

just upload once



This can be a great learning 
experience!

breaking Self-Paper down into parts, each due at the 
end of the unit...

maximizes learning from lectures and readings

allows for feedback (more learning!)

minimize pain of last-minute paper writing


